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It’s Time to Slay 
the Facebook Dragon 



Social Networking Sites (SNS) 



The Law Governing SNS  

• Stored Communications Act 

• Enacted 1986 

• Created a complete prohibition to disclosure of 
information from a SNS to a non-governmental entity and 
detailed rules for disclosure to governmental entities 18 
U.S.C. § 2702 



Stored Communications Act (SCA) 

WHEN ENACTED 

• Dial-up access 

• You had to download an 
email to open it 

• Before the World Wide 
Web 

NOW 

• Clouds 

• Meta data: electronic 
identifiers and properties 

• Tracking 

• Provides screen, alter 
and/or utilize data. 

• SNS, blogs and 
anonymous postings 



STORED COMMUNICATIONS ACT 

ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN YOU WANT INFORMATION 
FROM SNS: 

TYPE OF DATA 

AGE OF DATA 

HOW WAS PROVIDER ACTING 



Photographs on SNS - General 

• Who owns?  You do, but… 

• You grant the SNS a license to use your pictures anyway 
they see fit for free  

• You give them a right to let others use your pictures 

• Thus, NO PRIVACY 



 

 

• Able to license your content to others for free without 
obtaining approval from you 

• You cannot delete photos even if you were to delete your 
account (backups), i.e., FOREVER PRESENT 

Photographs on SNS 



 

 

• Able to use or distribute your content 

• Able to sell your images and not pay you 

• Deleted photos are able to be used for a reasonable time 
afterwards 

• You give derivative use of your images 

Photographs on SNS 



 Content Data 

• Messages 

• Subject Line 

Are You Looking for Content or Non Content 
Data? 



• Meta data: 

• Exif data 

• Header information 

• Geo mapping data  

• Generally, law enforcement may obtain this information 
with subpoena, consent or notice 

• Law enforcement may seek to delay notice.  However 
strict rules govern delay 

• SUBSCRIBER Information 

Non-content Data: Everything Else 



• Subcategory of non content data 

• LESS PRIVACY  

Includes 
• Name, address; 

• Connection records, or records of session times and durations; 

• Length of service (including start date) and types of service 
utilized;  

• Telephone or instrument number or other subscriber number or 
identity, including any temporarily assigned network address; 

• Means and source of payment for such service, including any credit 
card or bank account number 

Subscriber Information 



• No legitimate expectation of privacy exists in 
subscriber information voluntarily conveyed 
to phone and internet companies 

• United States v. Bynum, 604 F.3d 161, 164 
(4th Cir. 2010)  citing Smith v. Maryland 442 
U.S. 735, 744 (1979) 

Privacy of Subscriber Information 



SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES AS 
PROVIDERS OF ELECTRONIC INFORMATION 
ON THE SUPER HIGHWAY 



SCA: OVERVIEW 

TRUCKING/SHIPPING 

•Order 

•Delivers the order to the 
right person, keeps track of 
shipment by order 
information 

 

•Will hold temporarily for 
delivery 

•Will store long term 

 

SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES 

• Message 

• Shipping information 
(Non-content, subscriber 
information,  who, when, 
where shipped to and 
from)  

• Will hold temporarily 
(electronic storage) 

•  Held long term: RCS 



IS FACEBOOK AN ELECTRONIC 
COMMUNICATION SERVICE (ECS) OR 
REMOTE COMPUTING SERVICE (RCS)? 

Probably BOTH 

Crispin v. Christian Audigier, Inc., 717 F.Supp.2d 965, 981 (C.D.Cal. 2010)  



What is an ECS and RCS 
ELECTRONIC 
COMMUNICATION SERVICE 

• Is “any service which 
provides to users thereof 
the ability to send or 
receive wire or electronic 
communications.  

• 18 USC 2711 (1) 

• Gov’t always needs 
warrant 

REMOTE 
COMPUTING SERVICE 

• Provides “to the public ... 
computer storage or 
processing services by 
means of an electronic 
communications system.”  

• 18 USC Section 2711 (2)  

• Gov’t subpoena 



SCA Special Rules for Government 

• The law enforcement exceptions violates a criminal 
defendant's equal protection under the law to obtain 
such relevant and compelling discovery 

• Equal Protection violation under 14th Amendment 

• State Constitutional grounds 

 



• Has the state indicated they intend to use SNS 
information? 

• Strategize:  

– Can they properly authenticate? 

– Has state cherry picked from their investigation? 

– Have they turned over everything? 

State’s Use 



Issues for State use of SNS 

• Relevance and authentication? 

• Precluded by the hearsay? 

• Best evidence rule? 

• Probative value is not substantially outweighed by the 
danger of unfair prejudice? 



State’s Obligation 

• This is a due process issue 

• State has obligation to find information and turn it over  

• Always make sure state proves and provides to you how 
they obtained the information 

 



Authentication 

• The cases are in agreement that a mere claim of 
knowledge is insufficient to authenticate 

• Additional evidence is required 

• Additional evidence may be presented in many forms  



Using SNS in Court 

• Lorraine v. Markel Am. Ins. Co., 241 F.R.D. 534 (D. Md. 
2007). 

• Griffin v. State, 419 Md. 343 (2011) 

• Commonwealth v. Williams 456 Mass  857 (2010) 

• Hammontree v. State 283 Ga. App 736 (2007) 

• U.S. v. Gagliardi 506 F.2d 140 (2nd Cir. 2007) 

 



Key Things to Remember 

1) You always want both content and non content data to 
authenticate the communication 

2) You must be able to articulate how information will 
help your case 

When the Defense Wants the Information  



• Why is it so difficult? 

• Few reported decisions 

– Nature of criminal cases 

– Cooperation between state and defense 

• Make sure to compel the state to turn over all the 
information 

Getting the Information 



Getting the Information 

• Sole reliance on the government is not sufficient to 
mount a vigorous defense 

– Government has no incentive to turn over 

– Government may have no legal basis to turn over 

– Defense is unaware of what government has or 
doesn’t have 

• Cannedy v. Adams No. ED CV 08-1230-CJC (2009 W.L. 
3711958 (C.D. Calif. Nov 4.2009) 



• 18 USC 2702(c)(6) 

• Patrick Collins, Inc. v. Does 1-22, 2011 WL 5439005 
(D.Md. 2011) 

– (c)(6), which provides an exception allowing an ISP to 
“divulge a record or other information pertaining to a 
subscriber ... to any person other than a governmental 
entity.” Id. § 2702(c)(6). 

1st  Argument for Getting the Information 



BEST ARGUMENT: THE CONSTITUTION 



• The lack of accessibility to stored communications means 
we are denied  the ability to determine the exculpatory 
nature of evidence  

• Evidence may provide possible defenses 

• We have the right to stored communication data that the 
state has not pursued, maintained,  detailed or 
documented 

 

Its Exculpatory 



• The Supreme Court held that due process is violated 
when the state “withholds evidence on demand of an 
accused which, if made available, would tend to 
exculpate him or reduce the penalty.” Brady v. Maryland, 
373 U.S. 83 (1963), Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150 
(1972) 

• Giglio extended the prosecution’s obligation to 
impeachment evidence  

Brady and Giglio 



• RIGHT TO DISCOVER EXCULPATORY INFORMATION… OR 

• Information that would lead to exculpatory information 

• In this area, law mostly in civil cases  

• FOR EXAMPLE: If information sought is reasonably 
calculated to lead to admissible evidence, it is 
discoverable 

• Largent v. Reed, 2011 WL 5632688 

Brady v. Maryland 



Constitutional Issues 

• Constitutional right to compulsion of  
evidence/witnesses, equal protection under the law,  
and/or competent counsel under the 6th and 14th 
Amendments 

• Pa. v. Ritchie, 480 U.S. 39, 107 S.Ct. 989, 1000-1001, 94 
L.Ed..2d 40 (1987) Davis v. Alaska 415 U.S. 318, 320 
(1974) 



• Defendant has the right to discover and put before the 
fact finder evidence that might influence the 
determination of guilt 

• Pa. v. Ritchie, 480 U.S. 39, 107 S.Ct. 989, 1000-1001, 94 
L.Ed..2d 40 (1987)  

• Davis v. Alaska (1974) 415 U.S. 318, 320 

Due Process 



• A defendant’s right to prepare and present a defense 
trumps the witnesses right of privacy and pierces the 
witnesses privilege 

• Reynolds v. State, 98 Md. App348, 633 A.2d 455 (1993) 

Due Process 



• The Reynolds records were privileged and confidential 
because they were mental health records 

• Here no privilege in SNS data 

– McMillen v. Hummingbird Speedway, Inc., 2010 WL 
4403285 (Pa.Com. Pl. 2010).  

– No privilege in SNS data 

• Statute did not provide a mechanism for a criminal 
defendant to obtain those records  

Reynolds 



• Court found that the defendant could not be prohibited 
from discovering evidence the nondisclosure of which 
would undermine confidence in the outcome of the trial 

• Relying on Pa. v. Ritchie 

Reynolds 



Articulated test which is the same as the Brady test 

1) Necessity for production  

2) An in camera review  

3) Court must weigh the need for confidentiality vs. the 
litigant’s need  

Reynolds 



• Detail why you want records 

• Articulate reasonable probability that the records will 
help or lead to admissible evidence 

• Articulate relationship/nexus between information 
sought and nature of case or need. 

• Court must weigh the privacy/confidential interest vs. the 
defendant’s confrontation and due process rights 

Test 



• If relevant information is publicly available on a social 
network page,  then generally private social network 
pages are discoverable 

• “Privacy is not a legitimate basis for protecting data from 
discovery…” 

• Romano v. Steelcase Inc., 907 N.Y.S.2d 650 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 
2010). 

Test applied 



• Nonetheless, a criminal defendant seeking in camera 
review of confidential records must make “some 
plausible showing that the information sought would be 
material and favorable to his defense 

• State v. Burrell, 697 N.W.2d 579, 605 (Minn 2005)  

Test Applied 



• “…the right to offer the testimony of witnesses and to 
compel their attendance… the right to present the 
defendant’s version of the facts… to the jury so it may 
decide where the truth lies…”  

• 388 U.S. 14, 19 (1967) 

Washington v. Texas 



• Gives you the right to develop and deliver your theory of 
the case 

• You must argue that the denial of information from an 
SNS would diminish this right  

Washington v. Texas 



Effective Assistance of Counsel 

• Strickland v. Washington 466 U.S. 668 (1984) 

• “…counsel clearly has a duty to investigate and pursue all 
evidence that may exonerate her client” 

 



Effective Assistance of Counsel 

• Make a showing that with out victim/witness 
communications, defendant is unable to identify other 
witness or conduct meaningful cross examination of 
witnesses 

• Coleman v. Alabama 399 U.S. 1 (1970) 



• 1st amendment privacy right? 

– No!  Police can have “friend access your data.” 

• Statutory right 

– Yes!  SCA 

Make sure the state complies with statute  § 2705(a)  

–90 day delay notice 

–Did they file letter? 

SNS and the Criminally Accused 



• Reasonable expectation of privacy? 

• Even online communications? 

• Maybe, but with limitations 

4th Amendment: Scope of Protection  



• Data contained within phone may be protected. 
However, if SNS open and on phone doesn’t have same 
expectation of privacy as data residing deeper within 
handheld 

• 477 F.Supp 2d. 423 (D.RI 2007) 

U.S. v. Stierhoff  



• 6th Circuit says yes US v. Warshak, 631 F.3d 266 (2010) 

• Other Circuits disagree 

 

Does 4th Amendment require Subpoena or  
Warrant by State? 



• Expectation of Privacy for Email? 

– YES  

– 4th Amend applies 

– Needs warrant  

• Information passing through communications network 

– Same protections as traditional forms of 
communication 

• This information is “stored electronically” 

– So expectation exists 

• 4th Amendment requires warrant 

Warshak 



• 945 N.Y.S. 2d 505 (April 20, 2012) 

• Information was on Twitter  

• SNS not ISP 

• Referred to Twitter’s privacy settings   

• Private not necessarily private, user beware 

• No privacy in user information and  postings   

• Once posted user loses privacy right  

People v. Harris  



• Do your own search first! 

• If it is open to the public it is ok to use 

• Talk to your client and witnesses 

• Download a program to scan for exif data on photo’s  

– Facebook usually removes exif data, other SNS may 
not 

Practical Considerations 


